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A ) FOREWORD
The CAREER MODE is an additional and alternative modality and in parallel to the Classic Championships and is
offered exclusively to all RBR-WORLD members.
It is strictly connected to the RANKING and who will be interested in participating in it will have to follow an evolutionary
and managerial path that at the beginning will be the same for everybody because it will allow to use only a limited
number of cars, then advancing in level it will be possible to use more and more performing cars for a more satisfying
and involving experience.

B - RALLY-MONEY ACQUISITION
At the end of each race run in CAREER MODE, if you complete all the special stages of the race, you will receive a
virtual cash prize called RALLYMONEY from now (RM).
The amount of the prize is the same for all classes with equal placing, whoever enters the overall with cars of lower
categories will receive an additional prize in RM.
the positions in the standings valid for the acquisition of RM are from 1st (FIRST) to 20th (TWENTY-SIXTH).

C ) DRIVERS' LICENCE
There are several licences which are obtained by taking a licence examination. the booking of the examination is done
by paying a fee in rallymoney which varies according to the licence. The exam consists of a race where you have to beat
the reference time.
the exam can be taken only once and is carried out by all drivers with the same car communicated at the moment of
registration.

D - CAR RENTAL
Each Driver at each renewal of membership will have the initial sum of 10,000 RALLY-MONEY.
At the start of the CAREER MODE, they may use their own wallet funds to rent a car worth up to 10,000
RALLY-MONEY or they may decide to use a CLASS N1 car which will be allocated free of charge.
This car will always be available even if you lose all your money during the season.
As you accumulate RALLY-MONEY, you will be able to rent more and more high performance cars that can only be
used in special races and championships if you have reached a specific LEVEL of licence (see paragraph "C THE
DRIVER'S LICENCE").
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E ) THE FRANCHISE
The value of the rental is divided between car rental and 50% deductible.
if the race is successful, the driver will be credited only the cost of the deductible.
if the driver does not complete the race, the total cost of the rental will be deducted.
During the season there will be races, outside the championship, which will be used to increase your ranking and your
financial availability.
F) CHAMPIONSHIPS
TER - Tour European Rally, open time all classes admitted
C.I.WRC - Italian Rally Championship WRC 2021, open time short (4 days) all eligible classes
GRAVEL TROPHY - open time short (4 days)

ANY PART OF THE REGULATIONS CAN BE MODIFIED AND ADAPTED TO THE SITUATIONS OCCURRING.
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